A new way to define mesh importance for decimation uses transfer functions and visualizes large simulation data in cases where normal visualization methods are insufficient due to memory limits. Next, a parallel isosurface simplification framework uses an importance pyramid to extract and render the decimated meshes progressively without generating the original surface.
Isosurface VIsualIzatIon Importance-Driven Isosurface Decimation for Visualization of Large Simulation Data Based on OpenCL Yi Peng, Li Chen, and Jun-Hai Yong | Tsinghua University A new way to define mesh importance for decimation uses transfer functions and visualizes large simulation data in cases where normal visualization methods are insufficient due to memory limits. Next, a parallel isosurface simplification framework uses an importance pyramid to extract and render the decimated meshes progressively without generating the original surface.
T he marching cubes approach is widely used in isosurface visualization for large simulation data. Because for each cube the computation is independent, the algorithm can be parallelized efficiently, which means scientists can use this method to analyze results while performing simulation. However, because experts often use different visualization methods-such as slicing, cutting plane, volume rendering, and so on-for one dataset domain, the original volumetric data needs to be stored in memory to achieve high performance. This requirement means that additional memory is needed when performing isosurface rendering. In other words, for large datasets, we must consider memory consumption, and hence, mesh decimation is quite necessary. There are many mesh simplification methods, such as edge collapse, vertex removal, and polygon merging, 1 that can preserve geometric features. However, it's still difficult for users to define mesh importance according to their interests. To solve this problem, we propose an importance-driven mesh decimation strategy that lets users specify mesh importance in an interactive way and according to features using transfer functions. Our approach lets users directly see the feature distributions and evolutions on the decimated surfaces. The most important contributions we have made are ■ ■ using transfer functions to define mesh importance for isosurface generation interactively; ■ ■ simplifying an isosurface before it's generated; and ■ ■ parallelizing the entire algorithm based on OpenCL, which includes feature extraction, mesh generation, and model rendering.
Our method consists of three parts: data preprocessing classifies the cubes and extracts user-specified features (see related work in the sidebar). Pyramid construction builds the histogram and feature pyramids that contain decimation information. Pyramid peeling generates and renders the decimated meshes in a top-down way. These meshes are generated while being patched and refined.
Importance Definition
Before mesh simplification, we use both geometric properties and user-specified features to define mesh importance. The geometric properties are mainly based on a gradient, which is also used to control mesh quality. The user-specified features can interactively be changed through the transfer function editor and applied to the decimation process, so that the generated meshes are important to users.
Geometric Properties
For the isosurface, the three most important geometric properties are continuity, smoothness, and Related Work in Importance-Driven Isosurface Decimation T he research related to our method can be divided into three groups. First, our idea comes from the importance-driven visualization method, and this work is based on some of the latest research in parallel marching cubes. We also benefit from traditional mesh-simplification methods.
Importance-Driven Visualization Method
In scientific visualization, there are two ways to define data importance. The feature-based methods need to extract features from the original data, while the visibility-based methods pay attention to user perceptions.
For feature-based methods, researchers focus on texture, size, and importance curves for feature-temporal analysis, 1 shape, 2 and so on. They also perform mesh deformation to reduce volumetric data based on voxel importance, which provides users a focus + context visualization. 3 From the user point of view, Udeepta Bordoloi and Han-Wei
Shen introduce visibility in their work. 4 Further research computes the visibility histograms 5 and informational divergence, 6 which is used to maximize user-defined importance.
In our method, we use geometric features that are extracted from the original data and let users specify mesh importance using transfer functions. So, users can interactively define the mesh importance and directly see the decimated meshes and the feature distributions on that isosurface.
Marching Cubes on a GPU
William Lorensen and Harvey Cline introduce marching cubes, which can be parallelized in two different ways. 7 On the one hand, Frank Goetz and his colleagues extend marching cubes using a vertex shader, which is compatible to an OpenGL fix function. 8 Further work improves this approach by introducing a preclassification and histogram pyramid. On the other hand, Erik Smistad and his colleagues implement the original algorithm in OpenCL so that the algorithm runs entirely on the GPU, which means their work is oriented to general computing. 9 Our work is based on OpenCL because we want to unify the computing and rendering processes; hence, different research fields can easily integrate our visualization techniques.
Mesh Simplification
For traditional mesh simplification methods, incremental decimation methods such as edge collapse, vertex collapse, vertex removal, and polygon merging are difficult for parallelism due to data sorting. 10 Only vertex clustering can be easily parallelized.
11
For marching cube surfaces, early work reads adjacent slices of volumetric data and merges the mesh vertices or uses an octree to simplify the main continuous surface. 12 Dominique Attali and her colleagues introduce a tandem algorithm that extends the marching cubes by sweeping the dataset and extracting meshes on the accumulated partial surface. 13 Guilhelm Dupuy and his colleagues 14 extend this algorithm to a parallel system. However, these methods are hard to implement on a GPU because they're streamed.
In the main article, we introduce a parallel decimation method based on mesh patching and refining, which benefits from crack patching 12 and vertex clustering.
Isosurface VIsualIzatIon topology. In this article, we consider continuity and smoothness because the topology is changed during simplification. Because the marching cubes algorithm guarantees mesh quality for the same resolution, the main challenge is to maintain the continuity between two different resolutions. Following Raj Shekhar and colleagues, we perform crack patching in a top-down way.
2 During this process, we use a histogram pyramid 3 like an octree to record the patching information, so the finer meshes generated by a child cube are consistent with the coarser ones corresponding to its parent cube. The parentchildren relationship of cubes is defined by their relationship in the octree, which means a parent cube has eight child cubes at the next (or finer) resolution.
On the other hand, we choose the smoothness of a gradient as one of the decimation criteria. For each cube c, we first compute its gradient using a central difference and then calculate the smoothness feature s c according to the gradients of its eight child cubes as follows: 
where for volumetric data, N = 8, which is the total number of child cubes of a parent cube; l is the resolution level; g c denotes the normalized gradient vector; and n c i denotes the number of meshes generated by cube c. In our implementation, for each cube we store only two gradient moments and one mesh number. So, the cubes with lower smoothness are more likely to be decimated.
User-Specified Features
For user-defined features such as texture, pressure, velocity, and so on, we first construct a feature pyramid in the same way as a smoothness feature, where N = 8 (see Equation 1) , and f c denotes the features that are domain-specific derivatives.
Next, we map the features to importance values by transfer functions. Hence, users can define mesh importance according to the features in which they are interactively interested. In this article, we provide users with a 1D transfer function editor to design the mapping functions as shown in Figure 1 . However, the mapping can easily be extended to be multidimensional if we consider different domains. In this transfer function editor, users can edit the control points to generate the mapping functions. For each control point, the horizontal coordinate indicates the corresponding feature, which is obtained by blending geometric features with user-specified features. The vertical coordinate and user-specified color denote the importance and color of that feature, respectively.
The advantages of using transfer functions to define mesh importance are obvious. First, this interaction type is widely used in scientific visualization. Also, the method is easy to learn. For a 1D transfer function, users only need to add (or delete) control points or modify their positions and colors; the system will then generate the mapping functions automatically. More importantly, the background feature histogram helps users design the mapping functions, because they connect feature with color and mesh importance.
Mesh Importance
The final importance of a mesh combines the geometric properties and user-defined features. For each cube c, the importance I c is defined as follows:
where α is a blend factor and t is the user-specified transfer function. In the next stage, the importance is used to decimate the meshes.
Mesh Simplification
Based on Smistad, Elster, and Lindseth's work, 3 our mesh simplification method is highly parallelized. Also, we have made several improvements, such as lower memory cost and progressive rendering support.
Simplification Framework
The framework of our parallel simplification algorithm includes three stages, as Figure 2 shows. All these stages are carried out in the GPU. The first stage computes both the geometric and user-defined features. After that, the construction stage builds histogram and feature pyramids while recording the decimation information. The final stage performs a top-down mesh peeling. In the last stage, the meshes are rendered shortly after they have been assembled, which means they are generated progressively. Therefore, users can choose which resolution to render. There are two advantages of decimating meshes during generation: less memory cost, as only decimation information and final meshes need to be stored instead of the full resolution meshes, and faster rendering due to less meshes and progressive exploration.
Decimation Criteria
With mesh importance, we can define the decimation criteria as follows: Figure 2 . Parallel marching cube surface decimation framework. The framework includes three parts: pyramid initialization, construction, and peeling. In the first stage, the cubes are classified and features-including geometric properties and user-specified features-are extracted. In the next construction stage, the isosurface meshes are generated while decimated. In the last stage, meshes with different resolutions are rendered top-down progressively. where β is a threshold used to control the mesh decimation degree. When a parent cube is decimated, the same operation should be performed for all descendants. However, because we need to compute the number of meshes for each resolution, we do a bottom-up scan so we record decimation information only while scanning the pyramid.
Data preprocessing

Data Preprocessing
For cube classification, we use the infrastructures provided by Smistad, Elster, and Lindseth. 3 Although this method leads to topological ambiguity, we achieve better performance when using the same look-up table. At the same time, we also compute the gradient feature and extract user-defined features.
Pyramid Construction
In this stage, histogram and feature pyramids are constructed in a bottom-up way, so that cubes with higher resolution are processed earlier. For each resolution, we use smoothness and user-defined features to compute the importance of cubes. After that, we use the importance to decide whether a cube should be decimated. If so, the meshes belonging to the cube will be updated, which means the cube is chosen as a representative of all its descendants.
Pyramid Peeling
The last stage generates the meshes progressively, so the coarsest meshes are rendered first. For each resolution, there is a corresponding three-step peeling process. The gathering step traverses the histogram pyramid to get the total number of meshes. The assembling step computes mesh positions, normals, and color attributes. The last step just renders all the meshes. In the second step, there are three key techniques used to improve mesh quality.
Mesh refinement. For meshes in different resolutions, cracks might be generated due to discontinuous meshes, as Figures 3a and 3b show.
Because coarse meshes are prominent, we first improve their qualities by refining them according to detail information. That is, we recompute mesh positions and normal vectors using the information of their descendants. In our implementation, we use binary search to calculate the finest value in the full resolution. Figures 4a and 4b show the results of mesh refinement. Comparing Figure 4a with the original results shown in Figure 3a , the results are not that different.
Crack patching. To patch the cracks, we recompute the finer meshes according to their neighboring ancestors. This means that for all the vertices on a finer mesh, we compute their new properties. For a vertex, we first find its eight neighboring cubes. Then, we check all of their ancestors in a topdown way, so coarser cracks are patched first. If there are several ancestors that might cause cracks, we choose one from the coarsest resolution. After that, we project this vertex to the edges generated by that ancestor. If there are several edges that are coplanar with this vertex, we choose one with the shortest distance. Figure 5 shows the results of crack patching.
From Figure 5 , we can see that the crack patching technique gets remarkable results, because the mesh boundary consistency in different resolutions is guaranteed due to the uniqueness of vertex projection. Hence, the meshes are more continuous compared with Figure 3b .
Progressive rendering. We also render the meshes progressively. So, users can choose which resolution to be rendered, as Figure 6 shows.
Results
Here, we analyze the performance and memory cost of our algorithm and use several datasets to test our method. Table 1 shows our method's performance. From this table, we can see that the time cost is strongly related to the number of decimated meshes. A larger decimation threshold leads to better performance. We performed these tests on a standard PC with an Intel Core i7-2670QM 2.20-GHz CPU, 2 * 4 Gbytes Memory, Nvidia GeForce GT 555M GPU with 2-Gbyte double data rate (DDR), and Windows 7 Ultimate SP1. Table 2 shows the memory costs of our method and Smistad, Elster, and Lindseth's method (SEL11). 3 Compared with their method, we use buffer objects instead of 3D textures and support progressive and multipass rendering that can deal with large data. Because their method relies on the maximum data size, it can't handle inhomogeneous data. Even though we need additional space to record decimation information and features, because our pyramid relies only on the total data size, our method can still handle large datasets. If we consider only geometric property, the feature size will be four times the data size (three for gradient and one for magnitude), as shown in the head dataset in Table 2 . If another scalar feature is used (see hurricane dataset in Table 2 ), this size can be five times the data size.
Algorithm Performance
Mesh Decimation Results
We use both medical and scientific datasets to evaluate our method. The evaluation includes two parts. The first part focuses on the geometric features, while the second part shows the decimation results combining geometric properties and userspecified features. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of mesh simplification using only geometric features. That is to say, the blending parameter α is set to zero. In Figure 7 , the meshes around teeth have higher smoothness values, so they are preserved during simplification, while the meshes near the forehead are decimated. In Figure 8 , meshes far from the eyes are decimated because they are smoother than the central meshes. Hence, the eye of the hurricane is preserved during mesh decimation. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of mesh simplification using user defined features. In Figure  9 , the moist isosurfaces are rendered, and we use potential temperature as the user-defined feature.
Comparing Figure 8a with Figure 9a , we can see that the distributions of geometric and temperature features are quite different. By blending them with α = 0.35, we get the results shown in Figure  9b , in which the meshes locating ino the right and bottom parts of the figure are decimated while the general computing orientation ensures that our method can be easily integrated into other parallel systems.
Other future work includes improving the current method to eliminate topological ambiguity, enhancing the pyramid peeling performance, integrating more features, and designing a better interface for users to design transfer functions.
